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Polar Care Wave Benefits
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Why do I need cold and compression
therapy?

Your provider has likely prescribed the Polar Care Wave cold
and compression system to help you heal from a recent injury
or surgery. Cold therapy works with compression to help
reduce pain and swelling in the affected area, with the goal of
quicker recovery.
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Why would I pay more for a cold and
compression system?

You may get greater benefits from cold plus compression than
with cold alone. Clinical studies conclude that the combination
of cold therapy and compression is better at controlling pain,
restoring joint movement and reducing narcotic use than cold
therapy alone. Polar Care Wave is designed with both cold
and compression to help provide these benefits and optimize
recovery so you can get back to the activities you love.12345
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How does Polar Care Wave work?

It’s simple. Fill the cooler with ice and
water. There is a hose attached to the
cooler that you connect to a pad that
easily wraps around the affected area.
Turn the system on and you’ll feel
intermittent squeezing along with a
cold sensation. You are able to adjust
the level of cold and compression as
needed.
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What are the benefits of using Polar
Care Wave?

• Reduces pain and swelling

• Reduces trips to the freezer; less messy than ice or
gel packs

• Allows you to adjust temperature and compression levels
• Comes with easy-to-use wrap-on pads designed to
conform to the affected areas
• Includes a simple storage system for the hose

• Ice bag accessory available to fill cooler instead of
ice cubes
• Is easy to transport due to compact design
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Will my insurance cover Polar Care
Wave?

Cold therapy and compression systems like Polar Care Wave
are typically not covered by insurance. The cost of this system
is an investment in your recovery.
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How long do I need to use Polar Care
Wave after my surgery or injury?

Use cold therapy products only as prescribed by your
healthcare provider. The healthcare provider will provide you
instructions on frequency, compression level, temperature
level, duration of use, lengths of breaks between uses, how and
when to inspect the skin and the total length of treatment.

For questions about Polar Care Wave, please contact Breg’s
Customer Care team at 800-321-0607, or visit
www.breg.com/products/cold-therapy.

